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A

complete emotional expression typically contains a complex temporal course[1] in face-

to-face natural conversation. In this study, we focused on exploring the temporal evolution
of an emotional expression for audio-visual emotion recognition. A novel data fusion
method with respect to the temporal course modeling scheme named Two-Level
Hierarchical Alignment-Based Semi-Coupled Hidden Markov model (2H-SC-HMM)[1] is
proposed to effectively solve the problem of complex temporal structures of an emotional
expression and consider the temporal relationship between audio and visual streams for increasing the performance
of audio-visual emotion recognition in a conversational utterance.
Temporal Course of Emotional Expression
Previous psychologist research[2][3][4] showed that a complete emotional expression can be characterized in three
sequential temporal phases: Onset (application), Apex (release), and Offset (relaxation), when considering the
manner and intensity of expression. Although the temporal course of emotional expression was demonstrated
sequentially in time, a complete emotional expression is expressed by more than one utterance in natural
conversation, and in more detail, each utterance may contain several temporal phases of emotional expression as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1.
An example of various temporal phases of happy emotional expression occurred to different
utterances in a real conversational environment.

Modeling the Temporal Course of Emotional Expression
Based on aforementioned analysis, to model the complex temporal course of emotional expression, a temporal
course modeling scheme is proposed in this study to characterize the temporal evolution involved in an emotional
state that occurs in an isolated utterance. An isolated utterance in a conversation can express one or several
emotional sub-states, which are defined to represent the temporal phases (i.e., onset, apex, or offset with low or
high intensity) of an emotional expression, and an HMM is used to characterize single emotional sub-state, rather
than the entire emotional state as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2.Emotional Temporal phases modeling based on various HMMs

Two-Level Hierarchical Alignment-Based Semi-Coupled Hidden Markov Model (2H-SC-HMM)
For effective emotion recognition, a two-level hierarchical alignment mechanism is further proposed and applied
to the SC-HMM to align the relationship within and between the temporal phases in the audio and visual HMM
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sequences at the model and state levels as shown in Fig. 3. By integrating the emotional sub-state language model,
which model the temporal transition between emotional sub-states expressed in an isolated utterance, the proposed
two-level hierarchical alignment-based SC-HMM (2H-SC-HMM) can further provide a constraint on allowable
temporal structures to obtain an optimal recognition result of emotional state in each utterance. The formula of the
proposed 2H-SC-HMM is shown as

Figure 3. An example illustrating model- and state-level alignment between audio and visual HMM sequences in
the happy emotional state. The green and gray dotted lines represent the audio and visual HMM boundaries
respectively and are used for model-level alignment estimation; the blue and red dotted lines represent the state
boundaries under audio and visual HMMs respectively and are used for state-level alignment estimation. The audio
and image frames are represented by the numbered circles.

For performance evaluation, two databases[5][6][7] are considered: the posed MHMC database and the spontaneous
SEMAINE database. The recognition accuracy achieved 91.55% and 87.5% for posed MHMC database and the
spontaneous SEMAINE database, respectively. Experimental results show that the proposed method not only
outperforms other fusion-based bimodal emotion recognition methods for posed expressions but also provides
acceptable results for spontaneous expressions.
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